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five exciting tales that epitomize jack london s mastery of the adventure story the white silence in a far
country an odyssey of the north the seed of mccoy and the mexican publisher s note jack london was an
american novelist journalist and social activist a pioneer in the world of commercial magazine fiction he
was one of the first writers to become a worldwide celebrity and earn a large fortune from writing he
was also an innovator in the genre that would later become known as science fiction this selection
specially chosen by the literary critic august nemo contains the following stories the law of lifeto build a
firethat spotall gold canyonan odyssey of the northa piece of steaklost face jack london 1876 1916 1 2 3
4 was an american author who wrote the call of the wild and other books this collection includes many
of his best known tales stories describe a secret level at grand central station a town which refuses to
die time travel alternate worlds love potions time machines and a ghost sighting story of a typhoon off
the coast of japan the white silence to the man on trail in a far country an odyssey of the north semper
idem the law of life a relic of the pliocene nam bok the unveracious the one thousand dozen to build a
fire moon face batard the story of jees uck the league of the old men love of life the sun dog trail all
gold canyon a day s lodging the apostate the wit of porportuk the unparalleled invasion to build a fire
1908 the house of pride the house of mapuhi the chinago lost face koolau the leper chun ah chun the
heathern mauki the strength of the strong south of the slot samuel a piece of steak the madness of jahn
harned the night born war told in the drooling ward wonder of woman the red one on the makaloa mat
the tears of ah kim shin bones when alice told her soul like argus of the ancient times the princess the
water baby first published in 1906 this vintage book contains a collection of short stories written by jack
london the stories include love of life a day s lodging the white man s way the story of keesh the
unexpected brown wolf the sun dog trail and negore the corward john griffith london 1876 1916
commonly known as jack london was an american journalist social activist and novelist he was an early
pioneer of commercial magazine fiction becoming one of the first globally famous celebrity writers who
were able to earn a large amount of money from their writing london is famous for his contributions to
early science fiction and also notably belonged to the crowd a literary group an francisco known for its
radical members and ideas other notable works by this author include martin eden 1909 the kempton
wace letters 1903 and the call of the wild 1903 many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce
and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the author this edition includes a son of the
sun the proud goat of aloysius pankburn the devils of fuatino the jokers of new gibbon a little account
with swithin hall a goboto night the feathers of the sun the pearls of parlay son of the wolf the white
silence the son of the wolf the men of forty mile in a far country to the man on the trail the priestly
prerogative the wisdom of the trail the wife of a king an odyssey of the north the god of his fathers tales
of the klondike the god of his fathers the great interrogation which make men remember siwash the
man with the gash jan the unrepentant grit of women where the trail forks a daughter of the aurora at
the rainbow s end the scorn of women children of the frost in the forests of the north the law of life nam
bok the unveracious the master of mystery the sunlanders the sickness of lone chief keesh the son of
keesh the death of ligoun li wan the fair the league of the old men the faith of men a relic of the
pliocene a hyperborean brew the faith of men too much gold the one thousand dozen the marriage of lit
lit bâtard the story of jees uck tales of the fish patrol white and yellow the king of the greeks a raid on
the oyster pirates the siege of the lancashire queen charley s coup demetrios contos yellow
handkerchief moon face love of life lost face south sea tales when god laughs the house of pride other
tales of hawaii smoke bellew the night born the strength of the strong the turtles of tasman jack london
1876 1916 was an american novelist journalist and social activist his amazing life experience also
includes being an oyster pirate railroad hobo gold prospector sailor war correspondent and much more
he wrote adventure novels sea tales stories of the gold rush tales of the south pacific and the san
francisco bay area most of which were based on or inspired by his own life experiences the red one is a
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short story by jack london it was first published in the october 1918 issue of the cosmopolitan two years
after london s death the story was reprinted in the same year by macmillan in a collection of london s
stories of the same name a collection of eight short stories from american author journalist and social
activist jack london written during his klondike period the title story love of life follows the trek of a
prospector across the canadian tundra love of life and other stories is a classic american short story
collection by jack london dutch courage and other stories by jack london is a group of london s short
stories originally published in 1922 which were never before published in book form the book is
especially suited to the boy reader love of life and other stories is a classic american short story
collection by jack london love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack
london love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london a
collection of eight short stories from american author journalist and social activist jack london written
during his klondike period the title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian
tundra love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london includes
the call of the wild the cruise of the dazzler and selected short stories a collection of eight short stories
from american author journalist and social activist jack london written during his klondike period the
title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian tundra love of life and other
stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london jack london one of the greatest
american writers of the 20th century with such classics as call of the wild white fang the sea wolf brings
us jack london greatest short stories included in this edition short story classics such as love of life a
days lodging the story of keesh the brown wolf the sun dog trail that spot mars starship publishing
presents an updated and modernized version of the classic jack london greatest short stories also
included in this edition illustrations from some of the world s greatest visual artists text that has been
updated edited and proofread for modern day readers mars starship publishing s exclusive share safe
book seal negative stereotypes and inappropriate language contained in the original one hundred year
old editions have been completely removed so parents and young readers can share with confidence a
magnificent cover that captures the magic and wonder of a timeless classic in vibrant colors easy to
read fonts and print size properly formatted text for young readers jack london short stories vol 145
short stories in five collections this volume includes the son of the wolfthe god of his fatherschildren of
the frostthe faith of man other storiestales of the fish patrolthis is the first volume of short stories by
jack london featuring a total of 45 short stories originally published in five different collections one of
the greatest storytellers of our time jack london wrote prolifically his tales of adventure vividly capture
the struggle to survive against the forces of nature by both men and animals and often their retreat to a
primitive state in the face of death while these tales brought him the most fame london also wrote
stories that showed his insight into the lives of people who worked at sea and they areas wonderful as
any of his work the stories in this collection show the wide range of jack london s storytelling talents and
they continue to thrill readers today just as they have for generations the red one is a short story by
jack london it was first published in the october 1918 issue of the cosmopolitan two years after london s
death the story was reprinted in the same year by macmillan in a collection of london s stories of the
same name this collection of jack london s short stories touches on a variety of topics from his love of
boxing to relationships between criminals to the trials of life and travel on many frontiers to an allegory
about a king who desired a nose london is considered a master of the short story a form much more to
his liking and personality than his novels he was active and quick of mind and the short story suited him
well to build a fire the heathen in a far country redcoat by paul fraser collard recounts the early life of
roguish hero jack lark dubbed sharpe meets the talented mr ripley who will one day become the scarlet
thief this series is a must read for fans of bernard cornwell and simon scarrow an appealing and
formidable hero sunday express private jack lark wears his red coat with pride though life in queen
victoria s service is tough he relishes the camaraderie of aldershot barracks and four years harsh
discipline hasn t blunted his desire to be more than just a redcoat when he learns that captain sloames
needs a new orderly jack is determined to prove his worth both to the officer and to molly the laundry
girl who has caught his eye but standing in his way is colour sergeant slater a cruel and vicious bull of a
man who loathes jack and is longing for the chance to ruin his ambition a collection of eight short stories
from american author journalist and social activist jack london written during his klondike period the
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title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian tundra the son of the wolf is a
collection of short stories all with a common subject the northern part of the american continent the
pursuit of gold during the rush in yukon and mainly the dealings between the locals native americans
and the european settlers jack london gained his first and most lasting fame as the author of tales of the
klondike gold rush this his first collection of stories draws on his experience in the yukon the stories tell
of gambles won and lost of endurance and sacrifice and often turn on the qualities of exceptional
women and on the relations between the white adventurers and the native tribes stories included are
the white silence the son of the wolf the men of forty mile in a far country to the man on trail the
priestly perogative the wisdom of the trail the wife of the king an odyssey of the north for the narrative
power character delineation and absorbing storytelling the stories of jack london are second to none and
this collection is a testimony to tha the red one is a short story by jack london it was first published in
the october 1918 issue of the cosmopolitan two years after london s death the story was reprinted in the
same year by macmillan in a collection of london s stories of the same name the title story is a short
story by jack london on the subject of extreme antipathy the unnamed protagonist of the story has an
irrational hatred of john claverhouse the moon face man he hates really everything about him his face
his laugh his entire life and when he finds out that claverhouse engages in illegal fishing with dynamite
he works out a scheme to kill him while making it look like an accident the leopard man s story is a short
mystery story about the ingenious murder of king wallace a fearless lion tamer as told by the leopard
man a saddened leopard trainer who bears visible scars on his arms and whose personality
diametrically opposes his daring profession other stories included are local color amateur night the
minions of midas the shadow and the flash all gold canyon and planchette 50 classic children short
stories is an anthology of what children have heard and read over the ages here comes a selection of
the best fairytales stories about creatures big and small spells and enchantments giants witches royal
adventures and everything that makes a child s world magical with numerous authors penning children
s books the classics seem to be getting lost and that enchanted world is receding to give place to more
contemporary settings this book brings back the much loved tales through generations to enthral
children once more this book is the ideal gift from a parent to a child to revive the reading habit hans
christian andersen brothers grimm aesop s fables jack and the beanstalk the story of the three little pigs
henny penny the history of tom thumb titty mouse and tatty mouse and folktales from other shores
bring together a delightful bouquet to young minds content aesop s fables jack and the beanstalk the
story of the three little pigs henny penny the history of tom thumb titty mouse and tatty mouse a 200
000 word gathering of the best short fiction by jack mcdevitt



The Complete Short Stories of Jack London
1993

five exciting tales that epitomize jack london s mastery of the adventure story the white silence in a far
country an odyssey of the north the seed of mccoy and the mexican publisher s note

Five Great Short Stories
2012-04-30

jack london was an american novelist journalist and social activist a pioneer in the world of commercial
magazine fiction he was one of the first writers to become a worldwide celebrity and earn a large
fortune from writing he was also an innovator in the genre that would later become known as science
fiction this selection specially chosen by the literary critic august nemo contains the following stories the
law of lifeto build a firethat spotall gold canyonan odyssey of the northa piece of steaklost face

Jack London Short Stories
2000

jack london 1876 1916 1 2 3 4 was an american author who wrote the call of the wild and other books
this collection includes many of his best known tales

Short Stories of Jack London
1990

stories describe a secret level at grand central station a town which refuses to die time travel alternate
worlds love potions time machines and a ghost sighting

7 best short stories by Jack London
2020-05-10

story of a typhoon off the coast of japan the white silence to the man on trail in a far country an odyssey
of the north semper idem the law of life a relic of the pliocene nam bok the unveracious the one
thousand dozen to build a fire moon face batard the story of jees uck the league of the old men love of
life the sun dog trail all gold canyon a day s lodging the apostate the wit of porportuk the unparalleled
invasion to build a fire 1908 the house of pride the house of mapuhi the chinago lost face koolau the
leper chun ah chun the heathern mauki the strength of the strong south of the slot samuel a piece of
steak the madness of jahn harned the night born war told in the drooling ward wonder of woman the red
one on the makaloa mat the tears of ah kim shin bones when alice told her soul like argus of the ancient
times the princess the water baby

The Best Short Stories of Jack London
2008-04

first published in 1906 this vintage book contains a collection of short stories written by jack london the
stories include love of life a day s lodging the white man s way the story of keesh the unexpected brown
wolf the sun dog trail and negore the corward john griffith london 1876 1916 commonly known as jack



london was an american journalist social activist and novelist he was an early pioneer of commercial
magazine fiction becoming one of the first globally famous celebrity writers who were able to earn a
large amount of money from their writing london is famous for his contributions to early science fiction
and also notably belonged to the crowd a literary group an francisco known for its radical members and
ideas other notable works by this author include martin eden 1909 the kempton wace letters 1903 and
the call of the wild 1903 many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive we are
republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author

Best Short Stories of Jack London
1953

this edition includes a son of the sun the proud goat of aloysius pankburn the devils of fuatino the jokers
of new gibbon a little account with swithin hall a goboto night the feathers of the sun the pearls of
parlay son of the wolf the white silence the son of the wolf the men of forty mile in a far country to the
man on the trail the priestly prerogative the wisdom of the trail the wife of a king an odyssey of the
north the god of his fathers tales of the klondike the god of his fathers the great interrogation which
make men remember siwash the man with the gash jan the unrepentant grit of women where the trail
forks a daughter of the aurora at the rainbow s end the scorn of women children of the frost in the
forests of the north the law of life nam bok the unveracious the master of mystery the sunlanders the
sickness of lone chief keesh the son of keesh the death of ligoun li wan the fair the league of the old
men the faith of men a relic of the pliocene a hyperborean brew the faith of men too much gold the one
thousand dozen the marriage of lit lit bâtard the story of jees uck tales of the fish patrol white and
yellow the king of the greeks a raid on the oyster pirates the siege of the lancashire queen charley s
coup demetrios contos yellow handkerchief moon face love of life lost face south sea tales when god
laughs the house of pride other tales of hawaii smoke bellew the night born the strength of the strong
the turtles of tasman jack london 1876 1916 was an american novelist journalist and social activist his
amazing life experience also includes being an oyster pirate railroad hobo gold prospector sailor war
correspondent and much more he wrote adventure novels sea tales stories of the gold rush tales of the
south pacific and the san francisco bay area most of which were based on or inspired by his own life
experiences

About Time
1998-02-19

the red one is a short story by jack london it was first published in the october 1918 issue of the
cosmopolitan two years after london s death the story was reprinted in the same year by macmillan in a
collection of london s stories of the same name

Short Stories of Jack London
1990

a collection of eight short stories from american author journalist and social activist jack london written
during his klondike period the title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian
tundra love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london

Love of Life, and Other Stories
2019-06-17



dutch courage and other stories by jack london is a group of london s short stories originally published
in 1922 which were never before published in book form the book is especially suited to the boy reader

The Collected Short Stories of Jack London
2022-11-13

love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london

The Red One
2021-05-16

love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london

Love of Life & Other Stories Illustrated
2021-04-06

love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london

Dutch Courage and Other Stories
2021-12-11

a collection of eight short stories from american author journalist and social activist jack london written
during his klondike period the title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian
tundra love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london

The Complete Short Stories of Jack London
1993

includes the call of the wild the cruise of the dazzler and selected short stories

Love of Life & Other Stories Illustrated
2020-11-25

a collection of eight short stories from american author journalist and social activist jack london written
during his klondike period the title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian
tundra

Love of Life & Other Stories Illustrated
2021-01-04

love of life and other stories is a classic american short story collection by jack london



Love of Life & Other Stories Illustrated
2021-02-20

jack london one of the greatest american writers of the 20th century with such classics as call of the
wild white fang the sea wolf brings us jack london greatest short stories included in this edition short
story classics such as love of life a days lodging the story of keesh the brown wolf the sun dog trail that
spot mars starship publishing presents an updated and modernized version of the classic jack london
greatest short stories also included in this edition illustrations from some of the world s greatest visual
artists text that has been updated edited and proofread for modern day readers mars starship
publishing s exclusive share safe book seal negative stereotypes and inappropriate language contained
in the original one hundred year old editions have been completely removed so parents and young
readers can share with confidence a magnificent cover that captures the magic and wonder of a
timeless classic in vibrant colors easy to read fonts and print size properly formatted text for young
readers

Love of Life & Other Stories Illustrated
2021-04-18

jack london short stories vol 145 short stories in five collections this volume includes the son of the
wolfthe god of his fatherschildren of the frostthe faith of man other storiestales of the fish patrolthis is
the first volume of short stories by jack london featuring a total of 45 short stories originally published in
five different collections

Jack London stories
1960

one of the greatest storytellers of our time jack london wrote prolifically his tales of adventure vividly
capture the struggle to survive against the forces of nature by both men and animals and often their
retreat to a primitive state in the face of death while these tales brought him the most fame london also
wrote stories that showed his insight into the lives of people who worked at sea and they areas
wonderful as any of his work the stories in this collection show the wide range of jack london s
storytelling talents and they continue to thrill readers today just as they have for generations

Love the Life and Other Stories
2020-06

the red one is a short story by jack london it was first published in the october 1918 issue of the
cosmopolitan two years after london s death the story was reprinted in the same year by macmillan in a
collection of london s stories of the same name

Love of Life & Other Stories Illustrated
2020-09-30

this collection of jack london s short stories touches on a variety of topics from his love of boxing to
relationships between criminals to the trials of life and travel on many frontiers to an allegory about a
king who desired a nose london is considered a master of the short story a form much more to his liking
and personality than his novels he was active and quick of mind and the short story suited him well



Jack London Greatest Short Stories
2020-07-10

to build a fire the heathen in a far country

Jack London Short Stories:
2017-12-30

redcoat by paul fraser collard recounts the early life of roguish hero jack lark dubbed sharpe meets the
talented mr ripley who will one day become the scarlet thief this series is a must read for fans of
bernard cornwell and simon scarrow an appealing and formidable hero sunday express private jack lark
wears his red coat with pride though life in queen victoria s service is tough he relishes the camaraderie
of aldershot barracks and four years harsh discipline hasn t blunted his desire to be more than just a
redcoat when he learns that captain sloames needs a new orderly jack is determined to prove his worth
both to the officer and to molly the laundry girl who has caught his eye but standing in his way is colour
sergeant slater a cruel and vicious bull of a man who loathes jack and is longing for the chance to ruin
his ambition

The Collected Stories Of Jack London LP
2000-03-01

a collection of eight short stories from american author journalist and social activist jack london written
during his klondike period the title story love of life follows the trek of a prospector across the canadian
tundra

Cracker Jack
2014-08-26

the son of the wolf is a collection of short stories all with a common subject the northern part of the
american continent the pursuit of gold during the rush in yukon and mainly the dealings between the
locals native americans and the european settlers jack london gained his first and most lasting fame as
the author of tales of the klondike gold rush this his first collection of stories draws on his experience in
the yukon the stories tell of gambles won and lost of endurance and sacrifice and often turn on the
qualities of exceptional women and on the relations between the white adventurers and the native
tribes stories included are the white silence the son of the wolf the men of forty mile in a far country to
the man on trail the priestly perogative the wisdom of the trail the wife of the king an odyssey of the
north for the narrative power character delineation and absorbing storytelling the stories of jack london
are second to none and this collection is a testimony to tha

The Red One
2021-07-16

the red one is a short story by jack london it was first published in the october 1918 issue of the
cosmopolitan two years after london s death the story was reprinted in the same year by macmillan in a
collection of london s stories of the same name



The Bodley Head Jack London
1963

the title story is a short story by jack london on the subject of extreme antipathy the unnamed
protagonist of the story has an irrational hatred of john claverhouse the moon face man he hates really
everything about him his face his laugh his entire life and when he finds out that claverhouse engages
in illegal fishing with dynamite he works out a scheme to kill him while making it look like an accident
the leopard man s story is a short mystery story about the ingenious murder of king wallace a fearless
lion tamer as told by the leopard man a saddened leopard trainer who bears visible scars on his arms
and whose personality diametrically opposes his daring profession other stories included are local color
amateur night the minions of midas the shadow and the flash all gold canyon and planchette

When God Laughs & Other Stories Annotated
2021-03-08

50 classic children short stories is an anthology of what children have heard and read over the ages
here comes a selection of the best fairytales stories about creatures big and small spells and
enchantments giants witches royal adventures and everything that makes a child s world magical with
numerous authors penning children s books the classics seem to be getting lost and that enchanted
world is receding to give place to more contemporary settings this book brings back the much loved
tales through generations to enthral children once more this book is the ideal gift from a parent to a
child to revive the reading habit hans christian andersen brothers grimm aesop s fables jack and the
beanstalk the story of the three little pigs henny penny the history of tom thumb titty mouse and tatty
mouse and folktales from other shores bring together a delightful bouquet to young minds content
aesop s fables jack and the beanstalk the story of the three little pigs henny penny the history of tom
thumb titty mouse and tatty mouse

Jack London Collected Short Stories
2001-01-01

a 200 000 word gathering of the best short fiction by jack mcdevitt

Jack Lark: Redcoat (A Jack Lark Short Story)
2015-10-08

Jack London
1994

Selected Short Stories
1969



Ghostly Populations
1986

Love of Life & Other Stories
2020-06-15

The Son of the Wolf (Annotated)
2020-12-21

The Red One
2021-06

Moon-Face & Other Stories
2021-06-02

50 Classic Children Short Stories
2020-01-14

Cryptic
2009
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